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Cardinal Series Interpolation to Nonuniform Grids
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We consider Whittaker's cardinal series interpolation from a uniform grid to a
nonuniform grid. It is shown that the interpolation is a bounded linear map if and
only if a constraint on the clustering of the nonuniform grid is satisfied. An error
estimate showing the spectral accuracy of the cardinal series interpolation is also
presented. 'C 1994 Academic Press. Inc.

1. INTRODUCTION

In this article we consider Whittakers's cardinal series interpolation
between a uniform grid and a nonuniform grid. Cardinal series interpola
tion is a limiting case of cardinal spline interpolation [5J and is also a limit
for interpolation by finite Fourier series as the extent of the grid increases.
Because of this, cardinal series interpolation is important in the theory
both for interpolation using Fourier methods and as a limiting case for
more conventional local interpolation between finite difference or finite
element grids. We are currently developing a more general theory of
interpolation between grids in which the results proved here playa essen
tial role.

Interpolation between grids is an important part of many computational
procedures. Perhaps the most important current application arises in
domain decomposition methods. Domain decomposition is used as a
means to decompose large problems into smaller subproblems that can be
solved in parallel; see the coIlections of papers [2, 1] for examples of the
use of domain decomposition.

The primary result of this article is the determination of the necessary
and sufficient condition for the cardinal series interpolation to be a
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bounded linear operator between the space of square summable sequences
on the first grid and a weighted norm on the second grid. The principle
technique used in the proofs is borrowed from the work of Paley and
Wiener on almost periodic functions [4, p. 108].

In Section 2 we give the basic definitions, define the interpolation
operator, and give the clustering constraint to be satisfied by the grid map
ping to give a bounded operation. In Section 3 we show that the clustering
constraint is necessary and sufficient for the one-dimensional cardinal series
interpolation to be a bounded linear operator. In Section 4 we show the
one-dimensional result can be extended to prove the result in higher dimen
sional space. Finally, error estimates for cardinal series interpolation are
presented in Section 5.

2. FINITE DIFFERENCE GRIDS AND CARDINAL SERIES INTERPOLATION

The usual orthogonal grid in Rd with grid spacing h, which we refer to
as G, is

(hZ)d = {mh:m E Z"},

where Z is the set of integers. We consider cardinal series interpolation
from G to a second grid G defined as the image of (hZ)" under a mapping
qJ from Rd to Rd. Usually we assume that the mapping is independent of
the grid spacing, although this requirement can be relaxed.

We take the same grid spacing h on both grids G and G. Our treatment
easily extends to using two different grid spacings hand 11, for G and G,
respectively, as long as the grid ratio nih remains bounded above and
bounded away from zero. For simplicity of exposition we use only the one
parameter h.

The space of grid functions on G is the set of square summable sequen
ces. That is, we consider sequences {urn} from mE Zd and use the norm

The Fourier transform is defined on this space by

'(1-)=(_h_)d '\' -irnh.~
U ~ r;:;: L. e Um ,

V 2n nJEZ
d

(2.1 )

where ( is restricted to the domain B d = [ - nh I, nh - I Y The inversion
formula is

(2.2)
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and Parseval's relation relating the grid function and transform is

We define the norm of aas

lIall =(L la(~W d~) 12

For the grid G we consider a weighted L 2 pseudo-norm given by

lSI

(2.3 )

where the weights 13m are nonnegative real numbers. We denote the space
of sequences for which II ·11 fJ is finite by :J8d. Note that 11·11 fJ is a norm only
if all the weights are positive, and this norm is equivalent to the L 2 norm
in G only if the weights are bounded and bounded away from zero. Typi
cally the weights 13m would be some approximation to the Jacobian of cp at
the grid point mho

The cardinal series interpolation of a function u defined on the grid G,
which is hZd, is the function cPu on G, given by

(cPU)m=(_I_)d f ejcp(mhl~a{()d(.
~ J3d

The discrete function cPu is not in :J8d unless some conditions are
imposed on cp. The necessary and sufficient condition is the clustering
constraint.

The Clustering Constraint. The measurable function cp from R d to R d

satisfies the clustering constraint on the grid G with weights 13m if there is
a constant B and a positive number ho such that for 0 < h :::;; ho and any
v E Zd the relation

holds, where S" is the set

(2.4 )

The set Sv is the set of indices of points in G that are closest to vh. There
are several important cases in which the clustering constraint is easily
verified. In one dimension, if cp is a differentiable function and there are
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(3.1 )

constants band b, such that 0 < b~ 13m ~ b, then the clustering constraint
is satisfied if the derivative of <p is bounded away from zero. As a conse
quence, <p must be a monotone function. Another case is with <p being a
piecewise linear function, not even necessarily continuous, where the slopes
of the linear segments are bounded away from zero.

3. CARDINAL SERIES INTERPOLATION IN ONE DIMENSION

In this section we consider the special case of cardinal series interpola
tion in one dimension. The analysis of cardinal series interpolation in
higher dimensions utilizes the result for one dimension.

In one dimension, the Fourier transform given by (2.1) can be written

h"
u(e)=--= L: e-i'h'u",

j2n ,.~ - ,x.

where u.. denotes u( vh) and eis restricted to the interval [- nh - \ nh -- I ].

The inversion formula (2.2) is

The cardinal series interpolation operator (2.3) is

(3.2 )

By using the series (3.1) this can be expressed as a series,

,7'

(ifJu)", = L sin(h l<p(mh)-v)n
!Iv 1 ..,

(h- <p(mh)-v)n

which is the classical representation of the cardinal series interpolation.
The classical cardinal series is an interpolant of a sequence of data {u \.1

in (2 to a continuous function f(x), such that f(v)=u,. for all v, and is
defined by

f(x)= L sin(x-v)n
Ul'. ~

(x-v)n

see the preface to [5]. Here we make the slight modification to consider the
interpolant such that f(hv) = u,.; that is, we introduce the grid scaling and,
rather than consider the continuous function, we are concerned with the
sequence obtained by the evaluation of the cardinal series at the discrete set
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of points on the other grid. The cardinal series is the limit of piecewise
polynomial spline interpolation (see lecture 9 of [5]) and is also connected
to theory of discrete entire functions (see [3]).

THEOREM 3.1. The cardinal series interpolation operator cP, given by
(3.2), is a bounded operator from L 2(h2) to f!l if and only if the function cp
satisfies the clustering constraint.

The operator cP is a bounded operator only if there is a constant C,
independent of h for 0 < h ~ ho, such that

(3.3 )

for all u in L 2(h2).

Proof We first show that the clustering constraint is a necessary condi
tion for cP to be a bounded operator. Consider the discrete functions u(')

defined by

{

h -1/2
u(')=,. 0

if v =:x

otherwise.

Note that IIu(')1I is 1 for each :x. The Fourier transform of u(') is

and therefore

(cPu(')) =h-I/2 sin(h lcp(mh)-:x)n
m (h"lcp(mh)-rx)n

=h- 1
/
2 sinc(h -lcp(mh) - a)n,

where sinc(y) is defined as sin(y)/y. The norm of cPu(') in :?J is

x'

I 13m Isinc(h 1cp(mh) - rx)njl.
Itt = -:X

(3.4 )

The series (3.4) is greater than the sum over the terms with mE S" i.e.,

Y.

L Pm Isinc(h - 'cp(mh) - 0:) nil
m= f_
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If (f> is a bounded operator, then the series (3.4) is bounded independently
of IX; hence the sums Lm E S, 13m are bounded. This is precisely the clustering
constraint.

We next show that the clustering constraint is sufficient for cP to be a
bounded operator from L 2(hZ) to fJl. Let v denote (f>u. By multiplying each
side of Eq. (3.2) by 13mvm and summing over all m, we have

(3.5)

where

(3.6)

We then obtain from (3.5)

where the norm of w is that of L 2( [ - nh - \ nh -1]). We next show that

Ilwll~C Ilvll ti

for some constant C independent of v, from which we obtain

(3.7)

which is (3.3) and shows that v is in :?A
We now prove (3.7). The essential ideas of this proof are due to Paley

and Wiener [4] and used by them in their study of almost periodic
functions.

For each integer m, define the integer Vm by vm - ~::;; h - I qJ(mh) < vm + L
then for each integer v, S" is the set {m: vm = v}, which is the same as (2.4).
Given a function v in :]I we have the function lV(O by (3.6) and define z(O
by

(3.8 )

We show that wand z are well-defined functions in L 2( - nh -1, nh -1) if qJ
satisfies the clustering constraint.
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By Parseval's relation and the clustering constraint we have
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x

L Pm )Vm)2 L Pm ~ Biz I P'" )[:",1 2
.

Thus

v = - ex: ,n E s\. m E s~ nJ= _. ,x

(3.9)

and z is in L 2( - nh - I, nh - I).

We now consider the difference between w( ~) and z( 0, where we now let
~ range throughout R. We have

where

y.;

V(t) = h L e",{t) Pmvm
m= -'XJ

and

{

I if <p(mh) ~ t < vmh

em(t)= -1 if vmlz~t<<p(mlz)

o otherwise.

By the clustering constraint, the sum defining V( t) is absolutely convergent
for each value of t. By considering v such that t - ~h ~ vh < t + ~h, we have

!V(tW =, h m~'i. em(t) f3m Vm1

2

~ h2 L Pm jem(tW L {J m Iv",1 2
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Formula (3.10) shows that the function (i0-1 (11'(O-Z(O) is the
Fourier transform on R of the function V(t). By Parseval's relation on R
we have

(3.12 )

From the left-hand side of (3.12) we have

(3.13 )

To estimate the right-hand side of (3.12) we use the estimate (3.11) for
V( t) and obtain

(3.14 )

Combining the two estimates (3.13) and (3.14) for (3.12) we obtain

Together with (3.9) this implies

which is essentiaIly (3.7) and thus (3.3) holds. This proves Theorem 3.1.

4. CARDINAL SERIES INTERPOLATION IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS

We now prove the extension of Theorem 3.1 to higher dimensions.

THEOREM 4.1. The cardinal series interpolation operator is a hounded
operator from L 2(hZ)" to t~" (I' and only if the fimction rp satisfies the
clustering constraint.
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if cpI(mh) ~ tI < y/(m)h

if y/(m)h~t1<cpj(mh)

otherwise,

As with the one-dimensional interpolation, it is easy to show that the
clustering constraint is necessary for (jJ to be a bounded linear functional.
The proof that the clustering constraint is sufficient depends on proving
that the function

W(O=(_h_)d I PmVme-i<plmh).~
j2; mEZ"

is bounded by the norm of v. This proof is made easier by employing a
convenient notation to keep track of the many functions used in the proof.
In place of the two functions z and h ,.' I V used in the one-dimensional case
we employ 2d

+ I - 2 additional functions. We designate these as wu ' where
(j is an element of {O, 1 }k for some k, 0 C. k C. d. We let w correspond to the
null-sequence with k equal to O. The proof proceeds by taking one dimen
sion at a time and decomposing each of the functions W a into two functions
as was done in the proof of Theorem 3. I

We define the functions po(m, j, t1) and PI (m, j, 11) as

and

p,(m, j,.) ~ {~1

where yj(m) is defined by

yI(m)- ~~h-lcpI(mh)<yI(m)+~.

The point Y(m)11 is a point in (I1Z)d that is nearest to cp(ml1).
The function Wa' for a k-tuple (j in {O, 1y, is defined by

11'".('11"" '1k> ~k+J' ... , ~d)

= I1 d I PmVm TI p"'J(m, j, 11j) exp (i £ cp}(mh)~}). (4.1)
mEZ" 1~ 1 i=k+ 1

If (j/ is 0, then the range of 11/ is [- nil 1, nil I] and if (ji is 1, then the
range is R. The range of (/ is [ - nil - I, nil - I].

We let (j, 0 refer to the (k + 1)-tuple formed by adding a 0 to the k-tuple
(j and similarly for (j, I. Similar to the one-dimensional case we have the
relation
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and the resulting inequalities

1111'" II ~ IIH'",o II + 1111'" - H'",o II

and

(4.2)

(4.3)

The relations (4.1) and (4.2) are established as was done in the proof of
Theorem 3.1.

As a consequence of repeated application of (4.2) and (4.3) we obtain

1111'11 ~ C ( I 1111'(11).
"E {O, l}d

(4.4 )

The proof that cardinal series interpolation is a bounded interpolation
operator depends on showing that each term on the right-hand side of (4.4J
is bounded by II v II Ii'

We now consider a representative II w" II from (4.4), where, without loss
of generality, we may consider (Jj to be 0 for 1 ~ j ~ I and (Ji to be 1 for j
larger than l. We have

and

(4.5)

where p( t) is the (d -I)-tuple given by ti - ~h ~ p)1 < tj + ~h and Sv.l1(t) is
the set of grid indices m such that vfn = vi for j = 1, ..., 1, and v~ = pj for
j= 1+ 1, ..., d.

By Parseval's relation in the first 1 arguments of 11'" we have
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For each value of tin R d
-

I and v in Z', we have

I L fl",v",. npl(m,j'lJI
2

mES~,J'(t) }=/+ 1

~ "'E~"ltl Pm IVm1

2 "'E~."(tI 13", I
j
Jl1 PI(m, j, lif·

Since
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is bounded by 1 for each value of l E R d
-, and v E Z' we have, by the

clustering constraint,

Thus

where B( 11) is the region given by

Since the volume of B( Jl) is h d
-', we have

\lw,,1I2~Bhd L I. L fl",lv m I
2 =Bhd I. flmlv",12=Bllvl\~.

VEZ1 /.J.EZd -{ mES~.fi meZd

This proves Theorem 4.1.

5. ERROR ESTIMATES

In this section we present estimates for the error incurred by cardinal
series interpolation. We give proofs of the error estimates in the one-dimen
sional case; the proof for higher dimensions are sketched. We begin with a
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function u defined on Rd and consider the grid function Tu III L 2(hZ)d
defined by

where Ed is as defined in (2.1). Note that the discrete transform of Tu is u
restricted to Ed. We also consider the discrete function Eu", obtained by
evaluating u on the grid, i.e., Eu", = u(mh).

We consider the difference between the cardinal series interpolation of
Tu, i.e., C/JTu, and u evaluated on the grid rp(hZ), which we denote by E<pu,
i.e.,

The interpolant of Tu is given by

and thus the error is given by

E u -C/JTu =(_I_)2 J . ei<p("'h)'~u(f)d(Y
q>m m r;:- ~ pO

y2n hl~I,?"

The expression 1(lx refers to the supremum norm on R d
, i.e.,

1(lx = max I(il·
1 ~i~d

The error, the difference between the function evaluated at the grid points
and the interpolant from the evenly spaced points, is estimated using the
next theorem.

THEOREM 5.1. r{ rp satisfies the clustering constraint and r ~ d, then there
is a constant Cr such that{or UE Hr(Rd

)

If we interpolate the function u evaluated at the grid points rather than Tu
we obtain similar estimates.
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COROLLARY 5.2. If qJ satisfies the clustering constraint and r ~ d, then
there is a constant C such that for U E Hr(Rd

)

As a further consequence we have that if the grid function v is a good
approximation to the smooth function u on the evenly spaced grid, then <Pv
is a good approximation to u on the unevenly spaced grid.

COROLLARY 5.3. If qJ satisfies the clustering constraint, r ~ d and
uEHr(Rd

), and v is a grid function with IIv-Eullll~/;' then there is a
constant Cr such that

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We first give the proof for the one-dimesional
case; then we sketch the proof for higher dimensions. Let V m = E<pu m

- cPTum ; then

pm Ivm12h =1 w( ~) zi(0 d~
m=x hl~I;31t

~(f 1~1-2IW(~Wd~)1/2
II 1(1;;, 1t

X(t~l;;' 1t 1~12Izi((W d~ri2
, (5.1 )

where w( ~) is defined as in (3.6).
As in Section 3, define z(0 as in (3.8). We then have, by the triangle

inequality,

(1 1~1-2Iw(~W d~)1/2 ~ (1 1~1'-2Iz(~W d~)li2
hl~I;3:1! hl~I~1t

+(f I~I 2IH·(O_Z(~Wd()li2. (5.2)
II I~I;;' rr

The first integral on the right-hand side of (5.2) is evaluated using the
periodicity of z( ~),
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where the prime on the summation denotes the omission of the term for
11 = O. Now, since 1r;1 ~ nil I

'" 11 2
x 1 11 2

I' 1~+2nll-II1I-2~22L '2=3'
n=--cx., 7r n=ln

So

by (3.9).
The second integral on the right-hand side of (5.2) is estimated using the

relations (3.10), (3.12), and the estimate (3.11). We obtain

f IW(O-~(~W dr;~rc IV(tWdt~h2Bllvll~. (5.3)
1I1~I;>n 1r;1 -.<

Therefore,

and so from (5.1)

(5.4)

It easily follows from (5.4) that

for any r ~ 1.
We now sketch the proof for higher dimensions. As in Section 4, we

employ k-tuples a to index the auxiliary functions. In place of Eq. (5.1) we
have

I f3ml vmI 2hd =f w(Ou(r;)dr;
mEZ,l hl~Ix,,~7t

~ (f 1r;1 ~2d Iw(~W dr;)1/2
II 1~lx,;> 1[

x(t';h;>n 1r;1~la(r;Wdr;Y/2.
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We define the function lfJ(~, (T) for a k-tuple (T by

lfJ( ~, (T) = max (~, {I ~ i I:(i~ k and (T i = 0) or i > k }).

163

The functions w" are defined as in (4.1), except here the range of ~ is R,
and we include an extra factor of hi"! in 1\'" as defined by (4.5).

The first decomposition is

Proceeding with a similar decomposition on the second dimension in both
of the last integrals, we obtain at the kth step a sum of terms of the form

After all decompositions are performed, we have a sum of 2d functions
w". As in Section 4, we consider the case where a i = 0 for 1~ i ~ I and
ai = I for 1< i ~ d. We have, by the (2n/h )-periodicity of 1i'17 in the first I
dimensions,

I
x " dt d~

n~zll/J(~+ 2nn/h, (T)21

~Ch2lf f 'Wa<~l'''·'~I,tl+I, .. ·,tdWdtdf,. (5.5)
hl~l, <;n IERd - 1

640/76/2-3
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We next use Parseval's relation on the first I dimensions, and proceeding
in a way similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1, we have that the last integral
in (5.5) is equal to

~ BCh
2d

+ / I/ s'E Rd-I I 13m IVm1
2

dt
l' E Z nl E Sr, /1(1)

=BCh 3d I I 13mlvmI2=C2h2dllvll~.
\'E Zd /lIE S\

From this the theorem follows easily.

Proof of Corollary 5.2. We have, for one dimension,

and

It is then easily shown that

similar to (5.4). We then have

IIE",u - tPEulllf ~ IIE",u - tPTulllJ + IltP( Tu - Eu)lI p

~ IIE",u - tPTullp + C II Tu - Eull h

by Theorem 3. I. The proof for more dimensions is similar.

Proof of Corollary 5.3. We have, for one dimension,

E",u - tPvll p~ II E", u - tPEullp + IltPEu - tPvll fJ

~ IIE",u - tPEu II rJ + C liEu - vll p .

The result then follows from Corollary 5.2.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
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The error estimates given here display the "infinite" order of accuracy of
the cardinal series interpolation, that is, the order of accuracy depends only
on the differentiability of the function being interpolated. Notice that there
are no smoothness requirements on the grid mapping ((J. A careful
examination of the proofs shows that no use is made of the order of the
points in the grid G, and thus any rearrangement of how the points of G
are mapped to the points in G is an equivalent mapping. In particular, the
properties of the interpolation depend essentially on the location of the
points in G and less on the mapping ((J.
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